It is known that individual amino acids can have a decisive role in the stabilization of a protein structure. Moreover, it is likely that specific amino acid combinations also fulfil structural and stabilizing roles in protein structure. We present Prot-SSP, an analytical Python tool designed to gather and parse sequence and structural data from sets of PDB files and determine amino acid residue pairing propensities and correlations in alpha helices and beta strands, in various secondary structure contexts.This versatile and user-friendly bioinformatic tool has proven useful for the analysis of a selected set of protein structures as shown in an illustrative example.
Introduction
Understanding the formation, stability and function of protein structures requires the characterization of interaction preferences between amino acid residues in secondary structure motifs. It has been established that specific sequences of amino acids may have important roles in protein folding and stability and, more recently, studies show how amino acid patterns, in particular amino acid pairings patterns, may have a stabilizing or destabilizing influence in beta sheets [1] , loop sequences [2] SciForum Mol2Net, 2015, 1(Section F), pages 1-6, Proceedings 2 http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 and specific (i, i+4) pairs which stabilize alpha helix structures [3] .
Similarly to individual amino acids, whose frequency of occurrence in particular secondary structures varies, it is reasonable to consider that the same principle should also apply to amino acid patterns, with the different propensities of pairs to occur being related to their effect in the formation and stabilization of secondary structures. Likewise, as each residue has an individual part in the stabilization of a secondary structure, the residue distribution is different when considering the different types of positions and contexts (N-terminal, interior and Cterminal) and it is reasonable to consider that this may also apply to amino acid pairing patterns.
To evaluate the preference of a particular amino acid pairing (Xi , Yi+n) to occur at the interior of the secondary structure motifs we used a statistic called global propensity (P SS XiYi+n), defined as a ratio of the frequency with which that pairing occurs in a given secondary structure and the frequency with which it occurs globally, irrespective of secondary structure:
To determine and make possible the analysis of this statistic, a novel analytical tool conceived to gather and parse sequence and structural data from user-defined sets of PDB files and determine the pairing propensities of amino acid residue pairings, as well as correlation values, in alpha helices and beta sheets, in various possible contexts of secondary structure motifs. This tool, Prot-SSP, is a GUI Python/wxPython application which, for desktop, can be compiled for the Windows XP/Vista/7 operatic systems. Our working version was compiled for Windows 7.
Prot-SSP uses user-defined inputs to cull protein chain sequence data files from the worldwide Protein Data Bank database [4] , extracts protein sequence information into local storage and confirms secondary structure assignment using the DSSP algorithm [5] . The resulting output comes in the form of TXT files in CSV-format which can be opened and edited with notepad, worksheet software or, for ease of viewing, using a simple specialized macroenabled Excel file (.XLSM) supplied with Prot-SSP.
A wide range of parameters, ranging from sample specifications to motif area under study and residue spacing as well as pattern specificity, are contemplated and can be easily and comprehensively set by the user through the program's GUI.
For alpha helices, the minimum size of protein chains to be analysed is six residues and Prot-SSP can analyse pairings up to five residues apart in three different contexts: N-terminal (considering the first three helical residues as not equivalent), interior and C-terminal (considering the last three helical residues as not equivalent).
In beta sheets, pairings are considered up to two residues apart and the minimum size for a chain to be included in analysis is six residues. Again there is a distinction between N-terminal, interior and C-terminal context and the first and last few residues are considered particular cases of study. Additionally, strands are divided into four categories depending on relative strand orientation: terminal, parallel, anti-parallel and mixed.
Results and Discussion
The original form of Prot-SSP, predevelopment into an application with GUI, was used in an analysis of pairing propensities of amino acid residues in the interior of alpha helical structures [6] which reproduced and complemented previous research [7] .
In its current form, Prot-SSP has been extensively tested for application in calculations of amino acid pairing propensities in alpha helices and in beta sheets, showing reliability as tool with data gathering and parsing capabilities for calculation of statistical analysis parameters. Table 1 presents a typical example of the processed output of a calculation made using Prot-SSP for the particular case of (i, i+2) amino acid residue pairings in beta sheet secondary structures (results for other cases can be supplied upon request). Table 1 . Global propensities for amino acid residue pairings in beta sheet protein secondary structure. Parameters: 25% identity; 2.0 A resolution; 0.25 R-value; beta 2S motif; i, i+2 residue spacing; Interior region; all pairs considered; no distinction between types of beta strand (All) 
Materials and Methods
Through the GUI main window (Figure 1) , the user can define and adjust parameters for propensity calculations as well as the input/output files. Details of undergoing operations, progress detail, errors and some calculation details are displayed in the console window.
The thresholds defined when culling PDB using the PISCES [8] server are detailed in "Identity", "Resolution" and "R-factor" and the user has the option of checking PDB for more recent versions of those defined in the PDBchain file input. The user may also specify the secondary structure motif (alpha helix or beta sheet) under study as well as the amino acid pairing separation and the region under study (N-, C-terminal or interior). Specifically for beta sheet structures, the user can define the relative orientation of the strands to be considered for analysis. Specific pairing possibilities can also be defined by the user.
A TXT file containing the chain listing, which can be created manually or culled from the PISCES server, is used by Prot-SSP to download all the relevant structural files from the PDB into local storage and update any present files if judged necessary. During operation, the program cross-checks the locally stored PDB files with DSSP for the attribution of secondary structure to the structural data and culling of relevant sequences and creates an additional text file with lists and details the sequences culled for analysis.
The names and locations of output TXT files may also be defined through the GUI. The visualization and editing of the resulting files, while possible using text editing software can be http://sciforum.net/conference/mol2net-1 easily and comfortably done using a simple macro-enabled Excel XLSM file, supplied with Prot-SSP, to colour-code the entries from the resulting propensity-value tables.
Conclusions
Prot-SSP was projected and created to address the need for a tool that could simultaneously address the need for data gathering, parsing, calculation and a degree of analysis of amino acid residue patterns in protein secondary structures. A relatively simple tool to use, its application to carefully selected data sets and the results yielded may prove it to have significant potential -both for immediate analysis and for future applications in the field of protein structure prediction.
